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BIOROTOR
MODULAR RBC
SYSTEM

T
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DECENTRALISED
WASTEWATER TREATMENT
MADE SIMPLE
After more than 30 years of experience in designing
wastewater treatment systems, BIOROCK is proud to
introduce BIOROTOR, a fully automatic, modular
wastewater treatment system expertly developed
for domestic or biodegradable industrial wastewater
treatment.
BIOROTOR provides a modular treatment solution,
offering a multitude of benefits for communities with
50 or more population equivalents (PE).
BIOROTOR is the ultimate treatment system if
you’re looking for a seamless and durable
commercial sewage system.

ADVANTAGES AND
BENEFITS OF
THE BIOROTOR
SOLUTION

BIOROTOR
ACTIVATED SLUDGE & SBR
MBBR & SB-FFR

Low Operating Costs

BIOROTOR was specifically designed
to be more efficient, compact,
robust, and simple to operate and
maintain. It incorporates numerous
innovative processes, including a
revolutionary gear drive system,
improved water transfer buckets, and
a clog-resistant media.

Modular options
Easy transportation to rural sites
Autonomous Operation
Requires minimal power
No expert operator input required

In standard configuration, it
achieved the following effluent
parameters:
• BOD₅: 20 mg/l
• Suspended Solids: 30 mg/l
• Ammonia: 20 mg/l
BIOROTOR is ideal for:
•

Residential Estates or
Compounds

•

Hotels, Resorts, and Camping
Facilities

•

Office Parks or Educational
Institutions with or without
Boarding Facilities

•

Small Villages

•

Mining, Military, or Aid Camps

No chemical or additives required

•

Expanding or Rehabilitating
Existing Public Wastewater Plants

Accessible mechanical components

•

Applications that Require a
Nutrient Removal Unit Process

Silent and Odourless Operation
No virus and bacteria projections (aerosols)
Longer desludge intervals

BIOROTOR COMPONENTS
IMPROVED WATER
TRANSFER BUCKETS
BIOROTOR’s improved bucket
elevator system enables flow
control,
nutrient
removal
processes,
or
lifting
for
downstream processes.

TRIED AND TESTED MEDIA
The BIOROTOR’s media is made with
flat virgin Polypropylene (PP) discs
that have a diameter of 2 meters.
This high-quality media ensures a
consistent biofilm thickness with
continuous biofilm sloughing to
maintain an ideal biomass for
effective treatment.

NOVEL SPACER
DESIGN
BIOROTOR features a novel
spacer design to ensure
unsurpassed stability of the
disc package. They come in
three different sizes: 11 mm,
15 mm and 17 mm.

ROBUST
ROTOMOULDED TANK
WITH NUMEROUS
INTEGRATED PORTS
Robust
corrosion
resistant
materials, such as polyethylene
plastic and stainless steel, are
used
throughout
the
construction, guaranteeing a
long-service life.

4X LIGHTWEIGHT
LOCKABLE COVERS
All system components
are easily accessible from
any of the 4 covers, and
the entire cover assembly
is removable for mid-life
refurbishment.

The tank comes with 6 integrated
ports to enable a quick and
simple installation. This allows
to
support
installation
arrangements with varied inlets,

INDEPENDENT LOW POWER MOTOR

REVOLUTIONARY
GEAR DRIVE
Unlike other RBCs, the
BIOROTOR uses a
revolutionary gear drive. This
eliminates chances of faulty
gearboxes, improves
reliability, and significantly
reduces cost and
maintenance effort.

Every BIOROTOR module includes a small
independent drive motor, allowing separate
module operation. This reduces
energy, improves durability, and
allows
additional
modules
installation with minimal disruption.

INGENIOUS SHORT SHAFT
A short, single-piece shaft is utilised
for minimum weight and maximum
structural
integrity.
This
considerably reduces the load and
wear on the drive, shaft and bearings.
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We know that managing a commercial sewage plant project can be a stressful, challenging
task. With BIOROTOR, you’ll always know exactly what to expect. Our system is innovatively
different to others in process, design, and performance. It allows you to deliver state-of-theart high capacity sewage systems without worrying about unwelcome surprises.
If what you need is a reliable, risk-free, and cost-effective system that goes beyond
compliance, BIOROTOR is the best solution you can find.

The BIOROTOR process complies
with even the strictest effluent
quality standards thanks to its
versatile process configurations and
efficient final settlement unit.

The BIOROTOR system was designed
to be cost effective to transport,
simple to handle, and quick and easy
to install either above or below ground
installations.

The BIOROTOR technology is based
on decades of worldwide RBC
experience.
It
innovatively
incorporates numerous innovative
processes, including a revolutionary
gear drive system, improved water transfer buckets,
and clog-resistant media.

Thanks to its unique ring gear drive
system, BIOROTOR has the lowest
energy requirement per cubic meter of
water treated compared to other
treatment technologies.
BIOROTOR
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Activated Sludge eg. SBR

What’s more, only robust, high-quality materials are
used throughout the construction, guaranteeing a
long-service life and making BIOROTOR the most
robust and reliable system ever created.

CUMULATIVE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OVER 5 YEARS
IN KWH FOR 600 PE

The BIOROTOR modules require
minimal
maintenance
and
have
excellent accessibility. The secure and
lightweight lids enable direct access to
all components for an easy and fast
maintenance.
Simplified on-site maintenance is a further benefit that
lowers total costs of ownership while increasing overall
reliability.

BIOROTOR is the first completely
modular RBC system.
Whether you require controlled
recirculation to effect denitrification,
or a rotor-only retrofit solution for
refurbishment projects in existing concrete structures,
BIOROTOR offers a multitude of options.

HOW BIOROTOR WORKS?
The BIOROTOR is a Rotating Biological Contactor (RBC) system, contained in a rotomoulded or concrete
tank. It comprises a pack of discs (plastic media) that slowly rotates to enable the growth of a biologically
active film that will naturally break down pollutants in the wastewater.
This completely modular system can incorporate all processes, including primary settlement, anaerobic
digestion, anoxic and aerobic treatment, final settlement, and polishing and disinfection in a single
arrangement.
The BIOROTOR automatically adapts to organic load and hydraulic variations.
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1. Wastewater Enters the Primary Settlement Zone (Anaerobic)
The wastewater enters the primary tank in which the solids and liquids separate. As sludge settles at the
bottom, scum forms on the surface, then the pre-treated water flows into the BIOROTOR.
*If you are looking for an all-in-one system, the primary tank can be supplied by BIOROCK.

2. Liquid Enters the BIOROTOR (Aerobic)
In the BIOROTOR (Aerobic zone) the wastewater is exposed to a series of discs on which a matrix of
microorganisms grows. The bacteria then consume the nutrients in the water. The discs rotation creates a
gentle flow path, moving wastewater along the zone while sloughing ageing surplus biomass from the
discs. This enables space for new biofilm development.
Should nutrient reduction (denitrification) be required, anoxic conditions can be created in the primary
settler by recirculation of the mixed liquor from the aerobic zone through the first stage of primary
settlement.

3. Final Settlement Zone
The treated effluent flows into a lamella clarifier, where remaining suspended solids and biomass are
separated from the water. An integrated skimmer removes surface pollutants. Sludge is periodically
returned to the primary settlement zone with an automatic discharge pump.

4. Optional Disinfection
In order to use the final treated effluent for irrigation purposes, it needs to pass through a final disinfection
system unit such as ultraviolet disinfection (UV-C) or chlorinator.

LAMELLA CLARIFIER

2,300 mm

2,300 mm

BIOROTOR

2,300 mm

2,300 mm

The modular BIOROTOR can be installed in series to a capacity up to 10,000 PE. It can
also be further extended with optional system components. For more information about
these components, visit our website at www.biorotor.com or contact us directly.

BIOROTOR SPECIFICATIONS
BIOROTOR
50-200 P.E.

CAPACITY
PER MODULE

*Depending on the model

Length
Height
Width

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT (EMPTY)

2,300 mm
2,300 mm
2,400 mm

800 - 1100 kg

LAMELLA CLARIFIER
10m³/hour maximum
Length
Height
Width

2,300 mm
2,300 mm
2,400 mm

700 kg

Do you need a wastewater treatment plant with a smaller capacity? We have a solution
for every project!

Call us today for a FREE project consultation
BIOROCK (NZ) Ltd
PO Box 46 234, Auckland 1147, New Zealand
64 21 645 199

info@biorock.co.nz

www.biorotor.com
10

10 Year warranty on tanks
10 Year warranty on media

BIOROTOR systems are approved and
tested by many International Standards.

BIOROTOR- EN-NZ-LV-042021

The ECOROCK solution from BIOROCK is a non-electric wastewater treatment plant
for 4 people and more.

